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WORKSHOP PROGRAM – GRADES 4, 5, 6 and 7
Session 1:
1 hour
20 minutes
Session 2:
2 hours

Session 3:
2 ½ hours

WHAT THE 2014 ANA TELLS US ABOUT LEARNERS’
PROBLEMS WITH SPACE AND SHAPE IN GRADES 4, 5 AND 6
Study extracts from the 2014 ANA Diagnostic Report for Grades 4, 5 and 6
as well as extracts from the Grade 4 to 7 Shape and Space Overview.
2D SHAPES
Study 2D shapes especially angles, geometric shapes, triangles, parts of
circles and quadrilaterals.
SYMMETRY AND TRANSFORMATIONS
Study symmetry and transformation content covered in Grades 4 to 7.
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PROCEDURE FOR SESSION 1
10 minutes

40 minutes

USE NUMBERING TO ORGANISE THE PARTICIPANTS INTO 3 GROUPS
•

Number each teacher 1, 2 or 3.

•

All the 1s go together, all the 2s go together and all the 3s go together so that there are
three approximately equal groups.

GROUPS ENGAGE WITH EITHER GRADE 4 OR GRADE 5 OR GRADE 6
Groups engage with the extract from the 2014 ANA Diagnostic Report and questions for the
Grade they have been allocated.
They also engage with the Grade 4 to 7 Phase Overview “Property of 2D Shapes”,
“Symmetry and Transformations” and “Property of 3D Objects” and discuss common errors
when these two topics are taught in Grade 7.
They then write the answers on flip chart paper.

30 minutes

GROUPS REPORT BACK TO THE WHOLE CLASS
Groups explain their answers to the rest of the class.
The rest of the class contribute to the discussion, especially to the question about common
Grade 7 errors.
(allow 80 minutes (1 hour 20 minutes) for this session)

SESSION 1: WHAT THE 2014 ANA TELLS US ABOUT LEARNERS’
PROBLEMS WITH SPACE AND SHAPE IN GRADES 4, 5 AND 6
In this session you study extracts from the 2014 ANA Diagnostic Report for Grades 4, 5 and 6 as well as
extracts from the Grades 4 to 7 Shape and Space Phase Overview.

PROCEDURE
•

Everyone in the class is numbered 1 or 2 or 3.

•

All the 1s go together, all the 2s go together and all the 3s go together so that there are three
approximately equal groups.

•

Each group engages with a different grade (either Grade 4 or Grade 5 or Grade 6).

1) Each group reads through the extract for the Grade they have been allocated and answers the questions
for that Grade as well as questions dealing with the Grade 4 to 7 Phase Overview for 2D Shapes,
Transformations and 3D Objects.
Each group writes its answers on flip chart paper.
2) The groups use these notes to report back to the rest of the class.
The rest of the class contributes to the discussion
80 minutes or 1 hour 20 minutes
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GRADE 4
(pages 21 and 22 in the report)
In the Annual National Assessment (2014) Diagnostic Report Intermediate and Senior Phases
Mathematics, the authors analysed Grade 4, 5 and 6 responses to the Space and Shape questions.
In the 2014 ANAs, Grade 4 learners’ responses showed weaknesses in the following areas
• Identification of symmetry of 2D shapes
• Knowledge of properties of 2D shapes and 3D objects.
According to the CAPS, in Grades 4 the learners deal with Symmetry in Term 2, the Properties of
2D shapes in Terms 1 and 3, and they deal with the Properties of 3D objects in Terms 2 and 4.
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GRADE 4 (continued)

Now answer the following questions:
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1) GRADE 4: PROPERTIES OF 3D OBJECTS
a) What did the ANAs expect the Grade 4 learners to be able to do with regards to the properties of 3D
objects?
The learners were expected to name 2D shapes and 3D objects as well as identify the faces
of 3D objects.

b) What common error did Grade 4 learners make in the given question on page 3?
The learners were expected to count the number of faces, but most learners named the faces
instead. However, the way the question is given – as ‘complete the sentence’ instead of
‘asking a question’ means that actually “triangular” should have been accepted.

c) What errors did the specific Grade 4 learner make in the given question?
This learner named the faces (triangle faces) rather than give the number of faces.

d) Explain the remediation the authors of the report suggest for this type of error.
The authors suggest that the teachers should use a more concrete hands-on approach e.g.
cut out nets and do activities where learners link faces to 3D objects.
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2) GRADE 4: PROPERTIES OF 2D SHAPES
a) What did the ANAs expect the Grade 4 learners to be able to do with regards to properties of 2D
shapes?
The learners were expected to be familiar with characteristics and properties of regular and
irregular 2D shapes.

b) What common error did the Grade 4 learners make in the given question on page 4?
The learners had difficulty identifying regular and irregular 2D shapes.

c) What errors did the specific Grade 4 learner make in the given question?
This learner counted the number of sides instead of naming the shape. They also couldn’t
say if the shape was regular or irregular.

d) Explain the remediation the authors of the report suggest for this type of error.
The authors suggest that the teachers must spend more time with the learners counting the
number of sides and hence naming the shapes, and also distinguishing between regular and
irregular shapes.

3) THE GRADE 4 TO 7 PHASE OVERVIEW (page 16 and 17)
Read through the Grade 4 to 7 Phase Overview for the Properties of 2D Shapes, Symmetry and
Transformations as well as the Properties of 3D Objects.
a) Use your experience to suggest common errors in the three topics in Grade 7.

b) Discuss how to remediate these errors.
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GRADE 5
(pages 32 to 34 in the report)
In the Annual National Assessment (2014) Diagnostic Report Intermediate and Senior Phases
Mathematics, the authors analysed Grade 4, 5 and 6 responses to the Space and Shape questions.
In the 2014 ANAs, Grade 5 learners’ responses showed weaknesses in the following areas
• Transformation of 2D shapes
• Knowledge of properties of 2D shapes and 3D objects.
According to the CAPS, in Grades 5 the learners deal with Transformations in Term 3 and 4, the
Properties of 2D shapes in Terms 1 and 3, and the Properties of 3D objects in Terms 2 and 4.
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GRADE 5 (continued)

Now answer the following questions:
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1) GRADE 5: TRANSFORMATIONS
a) What did the ANAs expect the Grade 5 learners to be able to do with regards to transformations?
The learners were expected to describe the transformations when the position of an object
changed.

b) What common error did Grade 5 learners make in the given question?
In general, the learners couldn’t name the transformation.

c) What errors did the specific Grade 5 learner on page 7 make in the given question?
This learner answered “position and transformation” but didn’t name the transformation
(which is rotation and transformation).

d) Explain the remediation the authors of the report suggest for this type of error.
The authors suggest that a more hands-on approach should be used and give the following
suggestions
- Use cut-out polygons, transform them, stick it in the learners’ books and then name the
transformation
- Practise terminology
- Learners demonstrate reflections, rotations and translations in a dance.
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2) GRADE 5: PROPERTIES OF 3D OBJECTS
a) What did the ANAs expect the Grade 5 learners to be able to do with regards to the properties of 3D
objects?
The learners were expected to name 3D objects, to count the number of faces and to name
the shapes of the faces.

b) What common error did Grade 5 learners make in the given question?
The learners could not name a common 3D object and displayed limited knowledge in
finding the number of faces and naming the shapes.

c) What errors did the specific Grade 5 learner make in the given question on page 9?
This learner could not name the 3D object, naming it a triangle rather than a triangular
prism.

d) Explain the remediation the authors of the report suggest for this type of error.
The authors suggest that the teachers use everyday 3D objects to practice naming the 3D
objects.
The faces of these objects can then be counted and named.
3D objects made from toothpicks and jelly-tots could be used to count vertices, edges and
faces.

3) THE GRADE 4 TO 7 PHASE OVERVIEW (page 16 and 17)
Read through the Grade 4 to 7 Phase Overview for the Properties of 2D Shapes, Symmetry and
Transformations as well as the Properties of 3D Objects.
a) Use your experience to suggest common errors in the three topics in Grade 7.

b) Discuss how to remediate these errors.
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GRADE 6
(pages 45 to 47 in the report)
In the Annual National Assessment (2014) Diagnostic Report Intermediate and Senior Phases
Mathematics, the authors analysed Grade 4, 5 and 6 responses to the Space and Shape questions.
In the 2014 ANAs, Grade 6 learners’ responses showed weaknesses in the following areas
• Similarities and differences between rectangles and parallelograms (part of the Property of 2D
Shapes)
• Properties of 2D shapes and 3D objects.
According to the CAPS, in Grades 6 the learners deal with the Properties of 2D shapes in Terms 1 and
3 and the Properties of 3D objects in Terms 2 and 4.
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GRADE 6 (continued)
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GRADE 6 (continued)

Now answer the following questions:
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1) GRADE 6: RECTANGLES AND PARALLELOGRAMS
a) What did the ANAs expect the Grade 6 learners to be able to do with regards to rectangles and
parallelograms?
The learners were expected to distinguish the properties of common polygons such as
rectangles and squares.

b) What common error did Grade 6 learners make in the given question?
In general, learners did not have the knowledge that they should have of the properties of
rectangles and parallelograms in order to state how the properties of parallelograms were
similar and different.

c) What errors did the specific Grade 6 learner make in the given question on page 11?
This learner wasn’t able to say which sides of a parallelogram and of a rectangle are equal
in length. The learners was also unable to say how many pairs of parallel sides each shape
has.

d) Explain the remediation the authors of the report suggest for this type of error.
The authors suggest that the teachers need to spend time with learners discovering the
properties of quadrilaterals, rectangles and parallelograms and hence summarising the
similarities and differences between them.
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2) GRADE 6: PROPERTIES OF 2D SHAPES
a) What did the ANAs expect the Grade 6 learners to be able to do with regards to the properties of 2D
shapes?
The learners are expected to describe, sort and compare 2D shapes in terms of the number
of sides, length of sides as well as the sizes of the angles.

b) What common error did Grade 6 learners make in the given question?
The learners had difficulty in identifying 2D shapes when it was drawn within a larger
polygon. They especially had problems with identifying shapes with more than 4 sides
within the composite diagram.

c) What errors did the specific Grade 6 learner make in the given question on page 13?
This learner could only name one of the three shapes in the composite diagram.

d) Explain the remediation the authors of the report suggest for this type of error.
The authors suggest that the teachers should expose the learners to more composite shapes
where learners can identify individual shapes.

3) THE GRADE 4 TO 7 PHASE OVERVIEW (page 16 and 17)
Read through the Grade 4 to 7 Phase Overview for the Properties of 2D Shapes, Symmetry and
Transformations as well as the Properties of 3D Objects.
a) Use your experience to suggest common errors in the three topics in Grade 7.

b) Discuss how to remediate these errors.
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GRADE 4 to 7 PHASE OVERVIEWS
PROPERTIES OF 2D SHAPES
GRADE 4

GRADE 5

GRADE 6

Range of shapes
Recognize, visualize and
name 2-D shapes in the
environment and geometric
settings, focussing on:
• regular and irregular
polygons: triangles,
squares, rectangles, other
quadrilaterals, pentagons,
hexagons
• circles

Range of shapes
Recognize, visualize and
name 2-D shapes in the
environment and geometric
setting, focusing on
• regular and irregular
polygons: triangles,
squares, rectangles, other
quadrilaterals, pentagons,
hexagons, heptagons
• circles
• similarities and differences
between squares and
rectangles

Characteristics of shapes
Describe, sort and compare
2D shapes in terms of
• straight and curved sides
• number of sides

Characteristics of shapes
Describe, sort and compare
2D shapes in terms of
• straight and curved sides
• number of sides
• lengths of sides
• angles in shapes, limited to
right angles
angles smaller than
right angles
angles greater than
right angles

Range of shapes
Recognize, visualize and
name 2-D shapes in the
environment and geometric
settings, focusing on
• regular and irregular
polygons: triangles,
squares, rectangles,
parallelograms, other
quadrilaterals, pentagons,
hexagons, heptagons,
octagons
• circles
• similarities and differences
between rectangles and
parallelograms
Characteristics of shapes
Describe, sort and compare
2D shapes in terms of
• number of sides
• lengths of sides
• sizes of angles (acute;
right; obtuse; straight;
reflex; revolution)

Further activities
Draw 2-D shapes on grid
paper

Further activities
Draw 2-D shapes on grid
paper

Angles
Recognize and describe
angles in 2-D shapes: right
angles; angles smaller than
right angles; angles greater
than right angles

GRADE 7

Classifying 2-D shapes
• Describe, sort, name and
compare triangles
according to their sides
and angles focussing on:
Equilateral triangles;
Isosceles triangles; Rightangled triangles
• Describe, sort, name and
compare quadrilaterals in
terms of:
−
Lengths of sides
−
Parallel and
perpendicular sides
−
Size of angles (right
angles or not)
• Describe and name parts
of a circle (radius,
circumference, diameter,
chord, segment, sector)

Further activities
• Draw 2-D shapes on grid
paper
• Draw circles, patterns in
circles and patterns with
circles using a pair of pair
of compasses
Angles
Recognize and name the
following angles in 2-D
shapes: Acute; right; obtuse;
straight; reflex; revolution
Similar and congruent 2-D
shapes
Recognise and describe
similar and congruent figures
by comparing shape and size
Solving problems
Solve simple geometric
problems involving unknown
sides and angles in triangles
and quadrilaterals using
known properties.
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SYMMETRY AND TRANSFORMATIONS
GRADE 4

GRADE 5

GRADE 6

GRADE 7

Symmetry
Recognize, draw and describe
line(s) of symmetry in 2-D
shapes
Build composite shapes
Put 2-D shapes together to
make different composite 2-D
shapes including some shapes
with line symmetry.

Symmetry
Recognize, draw and describe
line(s) of symmetry in 2-D
shapes
Use transformations to
make composite shapes
Make composite 2-D shapes
including shapes with line
symmetry by tracing and
moving a 2-D shape in one or
more of the following ways:
-- by rotation
-- by translation
-- by reflection
Use transformations to
make tessellations
Make tessellated patterns
including some patterns with
line symmetry by tracing and
moving 2-D shapes in one or
more of the following ways
-- by rotation
-- by translation
-- by reflection
Describe patterns
Refer to lines, 2-D shapes,
3-D objects, lines of
symmetry, rotations,
reflections and translations
when describing patterns
-- in nature
-- from modern everyday life
-- from our cultural heritage

Symmetry
Recognize, draw and describe
line(s) of symmetry in 2-D
shapes

Symmetry
Identify and draw lines of
symmetry in geometric
figures
Transformations
Recognize, describe and
perform translations,
reflections and rotations with
geometric figures and shapes
on squared paper

Enlargement and reductions
Draw enlargement and
reductions of 2-D shapes
to compare size and shape of
-- triangles
-- quadrilaterals

Enlargements and
reductions
Draw enlargements and
reductions of geometric
figures on squared paper and
compare them in terms of
shape and size

Tessellations
Pack out 2-D shapes to make
tessellated patterns including
some patterns with line
symmetry.

Describe patterns
Refer to lines, 2-D shapes,
3-D objects and lines of
symmetry when describing
patterns
-- in nature
-- from modern everyday life
-- our cultural heritage

Describe patterns
Refer to lines, 2-D shapes,
3-D objects, lines of
symmetry, rotations,
reflections and translations
when describing patterns
-- in nature
-- from modern everyday life
-- from our cultural heritage

PROPERTIES OF 3D OBJECTS
GRADE 4
Range of objects
Recognize, visualize and
name 3D objects in the
environment and geometric
settings, focusing on:
rectangular prisms
spheres
cylinders
pyramids

Characteristics of objects
Describe, sort and compare
3D objects in terms of
shapes of faces
flat and curved surfaces

Further activities
Make 3-D models using cut
out polygons
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GRADE 5
Range of objects
Recognize, visualize and
name 3D objects in the
environment and geometric
settings, focusing on:
rectangular prisms and
other prisms
cubes
cylinders
cones
pyramids
similarities and
differences between
cubes and rectangular
prisms
Characteristics of objects
Describe, sort and compare
3D objects in terms of
shape of faces
number of faces
flat and curved surfaces
Further activities
•
Make 3-D models using
cut out polygons
• Cut open boxes to trace
and describe their nets

GRADE 6

GRADE 7

Range of objects
Recognize, visualize and
name 3D objects in the
environment and geometric
settings, focusing on
rectangular prisms
cubes
tetrahedrons
pyramids
similarities and
differences between
tetrahedrons and other
pyramids

Building 3D Models
Revise using nets to create
models of geometric solids,
including:
Cubes
Prisms

Characteristics of objects
Describe, sort and compare
3D objects in terms of
number and shape of
faces
number of vertices
- number of edges
Further activities
Make 3-D models using:
drinking straws,
toothpicks etc
- nets

Classify 3D Objects
Describe, sort and compare
polyhedral in terms of
Shape and number of
faces
Number of vertices
Number of edges.
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Read through the Grade 4 to 7 Phase Overview for the Properties of 2D Shapes, Symmetry and
Transformations as well as the Properties of 3D Objects (given on the previous page).
a) Use your experience to suggest common errors with the three topics in Grade 7.

b) Discuss how to remediate these errors.
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PROCEDURE FOR SESSION 2
(allow 80 minutes (1 hour 20 minutes) for this session)
20 minutes

ANGLES
Discuss the following with the participants:
• A revolution
• Right angles
• Angles smaller than right angles (acute angles)
• Angles greater than right angles (obtuse angles)
• Straight angles
• Angles greater than straight angles (reflex angles)
Participants complete Activity 1 on page 23

20 minutes

GEOMETRIC SHAPES
Discuss the following with the participants:
• Describing shapes according to the type of sides (Participants complete Activity 2 on
page 25)
• Naming shapes according to the number of straight sides
• Measuring the lengths of sides of shapes
• Measuring the sizes of angles in shapes
Participants complete Activity 3 on page 28

30 minutes

TRIANGLES
Participants complete Activity 4 on page 30
Discuss the following with the participants:
• Classifying triangles according to their angles
• Classifying triangles according to their sides
Participants complete Activity 5 on page 33

15 minutes

PARTS OF A CIRCLE
Discuss the following with the participants:
• Radius, diameter and circumference
• Chord, tangent and arc
• Segments and sectors
Participants complete Activity 6 on page 35

35 minutes

QUADRILATERALS
Discuss the following with the participants:
Squares, rectangles, parallelograms, trapeziums and kites
Participants complete Activity 7 on page 38

SESSION 2: TWO-DIMENSIONAL SHAPES
(2 hours is needed for this session)
In this session you work on the Grade 4, 5, 6 and 7 Two-Dimensional Shapes content
You go through the following sections:
Angles; Geometric shapes; Triangles; Parts of circles; Quadrilaterals
This session ends by including the following nets of 3D Objects:
Closed cylinder; Closed cone; Regular tetrahedron (triangular pyramid); Non-regular tetrahedron
(another triangular pyramid); Rectangular pyramid; Cube; Open rectangular box; Rectangular prism;
Regular octahedron
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2D SHAPES
1. ANGLES
Arm
−

When two lines meet, they form angles.

−

The size of an angle is determined by the
amount of turn between the lines.

−

The sides the angles are called ‘arms’.

The amount of turn
between the two lines

Point where
lines meet

Arm

a) Revolution
−
An angle forms a revolution when it turns a full circle.
−
The measure of a revolution or rotation is 360.

The amount of turn
between the two arms

Point where arms meet

b) Right Angles
−
A right angle has arms like these:
−
A right angle is a quarter turn or a quarter revolution.
o
−

Also draw learners’ attention to right angles that are in less familiar orientations.
For example:

−

Note the orientations of the right angles in the everyday objects below:
Mirror
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c) Angles Smaller Than Right Angles (Acute Angles)
The corner of a page is a useful tool to check if an angle is a right angle.
Arm
Page

Arm
−
−
−

Place the corner of the page on the point where the arms of the angle meet.
Keeping the corner on the point, move the page so that an edge of the page lands up on an arm of
the angle.
In the diagram above the other arm of the angle does not touch the other side of the page, so the
angle is less than a right angle.

The pictures below are examples of angles smaller than a right angle
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Tent

Pendant on necklace
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d) Angles Greater Than Right Angles (Obtuse Angles)
−
Obtuse angles are bigger than a right angle but smaller than a straight angle.
−
In terms of degrees these angles are greater than 90  and less than 180  .
−
The pictures below are examples of angles bigger than a right angle but smaller than a straight angle.
The angle being measured extends beyond the right angle.
Heart-shaped box of chocolates

Israeli flag

e) Straight Angles
−
When two lines meet so that they form a straight line, we say that these lines have formed a straight
angle.

Point where arms meet

−
−
−

The amount of turn
between the two arms

A straight angle is a half turn or a half revolution.
A straight angle measures 180 .
The side of a page can be used to check for straight angles.

f) Angles Greater than a Straight Angles (Reflex Angles)
−
A reflex angle is bigger than a straight angle but smaller than a revolution.
−
A reflex angle is greater than 180  but less than 360  .

The amount of turn
between the two arms
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Example of a reflex angle:

ACTIVITY 1
1) Name 5 objects in the room that can be used to show learners right angles.
Angle at which the wall meets the floor; the corner of a book; the corner of a screen; the corner of
the door; the corner of a window; the corner of floor tiles; etc.

2) Name 2 objects in the room that can be used to show learners angles greater than right angles.
To show an angle greater than 90, open a book, open the classroom door, open your arms.

3) Indicate and label a right angle, an acute angle, a straight angle, an obtuse angle and a reflex angle on
the South African flag.
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2. GEOMETRIC SHAPES
• A shape covers a flat surface.
• A 2-D shape is formed by straight lines or curves enclosing an area.
a) Describing Shapes According to the Type of Sides
−

Some 2-D shapes have curved sides only.
2-D shapes with curved sides:

−

Some 2-D shapes have straight sides only. These shapes are called polygons.
2-D shapes with straight sides:

−

And some 2-D shapes have a combination of straight and curved sides.
2-D shapes with straight and curved sides:
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ACTIVITY 2
Study these shapes:
C
D

B

A

E

H

F
G

1) Which of these shapes have only curved sides?
E
2) Which of these shapes have straight and curved sides?
C
3) Which of these shapes have only straight sides?
A, B, D, F, G, H

b) Naming Shapes According to The Number Of Straight Sides
−
A closed shape made up of only straight sides is called a polygon.
Circle
−
Learners do not have to know the term “polygon”.
−
A circle is NOT a polygon because it does not have straight sides.
−
Polygons are named according to the number of sides they have. The number of sides is the same as
the number of interior angles.

Did you know?
The name polygon is derived from the Greek words ‘poly’ meaning many, and ‘gonia’ meaning
angles. So, a polygon is a many-angled figure!
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These are examples of the shapes (polygons) that learners in Grades 4 to 7 need to recognise, visualise and
name
SHAPES WITH STRAIGHT SIDES
TRIANGLE – 3 sides and 3 angles

QUADRILATERAL – 4 sides and 4 angles

PENTAGON – 5 sides and 5 angles

HEXAGON – 6 sides and 6 angles

HEPTAGON – 7 sides and 7 angles

OCTAGON – 8 sides and 8 angles

−

A regular polygon is a polygon where all sides are equal in length and all angles are equal in size.
Learners do not have to know the terms “regular” and “irregular”.
Each one of these shapes has sides of equal lengths and angles of equal sizes:

−

A polygon that is not a regular polygon is called an irregular polygon
Each one of these shapes has different side lengths and different angle sizes:
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c) Measuring the Lengths of Sides of Shapes
−
Learners need to differentiate between squares and rectangles by looking at the length of the sides.
−
Learners need to discuss the length of sides of other shapes by comparing the lengths of the sides that
make up the shape
−
A page is a useful measuring tool. Place the page on a side of the shape. Mark the end points of the
side on the paper. Compare this length to the other sides of the shape.

The diagram below shows that the top left side is shorter than the bottom left sides.

d) Measuring the Sizes of Angles in Shapes
−
Learners need to check whether shapes are rectangles or squares by checking whether all their angles are
right angles.
−
If the corner of a page fits into a corner of the rectangle, then that corner is a right angle. Move the page
to each corner to check that all angles are right angles.

Page

−

Where possible, use different orientations of squares and rectangles like these with the learners:
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ACTIVITY 3
1)

Write the letter of the shape and next to it write the number of sides the shape has and its geometric
name.
D

C

B

A

E

J
H
F

G

No of sides

2)

I

Geometric name

A

7

Heptagon

B

8

Octagon

C

6

Hexagon

D

4

Quadrilateral (parallelogram)

E

4

Quadrilateral (square)

F

3

Triangle

G

4

Quadrilateral (trapezium)

H

5

pentagon

I

8

Octagon

J

8

Octagon

Now group these shapes according to the number of sides.
Triangles: F
Quadrilaterals: D; E; G
Pentagons: H
Hexagons: C
Heptagons: A
Octagons: B; I; J
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3. TRIANGLES
•

Triangles are shapes with straight edges which have three sides and three angles.
side

angle
side

angle

angle
side

•

Triangles are often used in construction, as they are strong, rigid shapes.

•

Learners should get used to seeing triangles of different shapes, sizes and in different orientations.
o Learners find it easy to recognise this type of shape as a triangle:

o

Learners find it less easy to recognise these shapes as triangles:
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ACTIVITY 4
Study the shapes below. Write the letter of those that are triangles.
C

B

A

E
F

D

G

I
H

J

K

M

L

A; B; C; D; F; I; J

a. Classifying Triangles According to Their Angles
The Grade 7s will have learnt to measure angles before this section of work so learners can measure the
interior angles of triangles using their protractors
The following triangles are named according to the sizes of their angles.
A
Acute – angled triangle
All three interior angles are acute.

B

C

In ∆ABC, Â is acute, B̂ is acute, and Ĉ is acute.

N
Obtuse- angled triangle
One interior angle is obtuse and the other two
angles are acute.

L
M
In ∆LMN, M̂ is obtuse, and L̂ and N̂ are acute.
J

Right-angled triangle
One interior angle is right-angle and the other
two angles are acute.

K

L

In ∆JKL, K̂ is a right angle and Ĵ and L̂ are acute.
Grade 4 to 7 Facilitator’s Guide
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b) Classifying Triangles According To Their Sides
•

As part of constructions, Grade 7 learners could construct a variety of triangles with different side
lengths.

The following triangles are named according to the lengths of their sides.
D
Scalene triangle
All three sides are different lengths.

F
E
In ∆DEF, DE ≠ EF ≠ FD
Z
X

Isosceles triangle
Two sides of the triangle are equal in length.
Y

In ∆XYZ, YX = XZ, but YZ ≠ YX and YZ ≠ XZ
R

T

Equilateral triangle
All three sides are equal in length.
S
In ∆RST, RT = TS = SR

• As part of constructions, Grade 7 learners could also construct a variety of equilateral triangles,
isosceles triangles and right-angled triangles and discover the following angle facts:
o

An equilateral triangle has all the angles equal to 60 .

A
60°

B

60°

60°

C

Learners should state:

ˆ =B
ˆ = 60 because the angles of an equilateral triangle are equal.
ˆ =C
A
o

An isosceles triangle has two angles are equal in size.
A

B

C
Learners should state:

ˆ =B
ˆ because two angles of an isosceles triangle are equal.
A
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o

A right-angled triangle has one right angle and two acute angles.

K

L

M
Learners should state:

L̂ = 90 because ΔKLM is a right-angled triangle.
•

Learners could then conclude:
o

An equilateral triangle has all the sides are the same length and all the angles are 60 .
A
60°

B

60°

60°

C

ˆ =B
ˆ = 60 AND AB =BC = AC because all the sides are the same length all the angles
ˆ =C
A
are equal in size in an equilateral triangle.
o

In an isosceles triangle, the angles opposite the equal sides are equal in size.

A

B

C

ˆ AND AB = AC because in an isosceles triangle the angles opposite the equal sides are
B̂ = C
equal OR the sides opposite the equal angles are equal.
•

Note: In terms of side lengths, right-angled triangles could be scalene or isosceles.
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ACTIVITY 5
1) Study the two shapes:

a) What is the same about these shapes?
They are both triangles

b) What is different about these shapes?
A is an isosceles acute-angled triangle and B
is a right-angled scalene triangle

2) ABC is an equilateral triangle, with AB = 2 cm.
What are the sizes of the unknown sides and
angles of triangle ABC?

ABC is an equilateral triangle
∴ AC = BC = 2 cm
𝐴̂ = 𝐵̂ = 𝐶̂ = 60°

A
2 cm

B

3)

C

 PQR is a right-angled triangle with
PQ = PR = 5 cm. Classify  PQR according to
the lengths of its sides.

∆PQR is an isosceles triangle

P
5 cm
5 cm
Q

R
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4. PARTS OF CIRCLES
a) Radius, Diameter and Circumference

•
•
•

The radius is the distance from the centre outwards.
The diameter goes straight across the circle, through the centre.
The circumference is the distance once around the circle.

Because people have studied circles for thousands of years, special names have come about.
Nobody wants to say “that line that start at one side of the circle, goes though the centre and ends on the
other side” when they can just say diameter.
b) Chord, Tangent and Arc

•

A line that goes from one point to another on the circle’s
circumference ids called a chord.

•
•

If that line passes through the centre, it is called a diameter.
A line that “just touches” the circle as it passes by is called a
tangent.

•

Part of the circumference is called an arc.

c) Sectors and Segments
There are two main “slices” of a circle.

•

The “cake” or “pizza” slice is called a sector and is
formed by two radii (one radius, two radii),

•

The slice made by a chord is called a segment.
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ACTIVITY 6
Identify the parts of each circle
1)

2)

Centre = R
Radius = PR, QR, SR
Diameter = PQ
4)

3)

Centre = C
Radius = AC, CB, CD
Diameter = AB
5)

Centre = X
Radius = XY, XW, XZ
Diameter = YZ
7)

6)

Centre = G
Radius = GI, GJ, GH
Diameter = IJ
8)

Centre = C
Radius = AC, CB
Diameter = AB
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Centre = L
Radius = JL, LK
Diameter = JK

Centre = N
Radius = MN, NO, NP
Diameter = MO
9)

Centre = G
Radius = EG, GH, GF
Diameter = EF

Centre = Z
Radius = XZ, ZY
Diameter = XY
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5. QUADRILATERALS
All shapes with four straight sides are called quadrilaterals. A quadrilateral is a polygon that has exactly four
sides and four angles.

side

angle

angle

side
angle

side

angle

side

a) Squares
−
Learners should discover these properties themselves:
o A square is a quadrilateral. This means that it has four
sides.
o All four angles of a square are right angles.
o All four sides of a square are equal in length.
−

Square

A page can be used to check lengths of sides. Place the page on a side of the square. Mark the end
points of the side on the paper. Compare this length to the 3 other sides of the square.
Learners should also recognise squares that are not “upright”. They often find this more difficult, so
make sure that learners are exposed to squares at different angles like the squares below.

−

b) Rectangles
Rectangle
−

−

Learners should discover these properties themselves:
o A rectangle is a quadrilateral.
o All four sides of a rectangle are straight.
o Both pairs of opposite sides are equal in length.
o All four angles are right angles.

Opposite sides

Expose learners to rectangles in different orientations.
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c) Parallelograms
−

Learners should discover these properties themselves:
o
o
o
o

−
−

A parallelogram is a quadrilateral.
All four sides of a parallelogram are
straight.
Both pairs of opposite sides are equal
in length.
A parallelogram has two acute angles
opposite each other and two obtuse
angles opposite each other.

An obtuse angle

An acute angle

Learners can use the corner of a page to see which angles are acute, and which angles are obtuse in a
parallelogram.
Expose learners to parallelograms in different orientations.

d) Trapeziums

A trapezium has one pair of parallel sides.

e) Kites

The adjacent sides of a kite are equal in length.
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ACTIVITY 7
1) Measure the angles and sides of the shapes to answer the questions below:

A

D

C

B

F

G

E

H

a) Which of these shapes are squares? Give two reasons why they are squares.
A and E are squares as all 4 sides are equal and all 4 angles are right angles

b) Which of these shapes are rectangles? Give two reasons why they are rectangles.
B is a rectangle. The opposite sides are equal, and all 4 angles are right angles.
We could also say that A and E are rectangles as the opposite sides are equal and all 4
angles are right angles.

c) Which of these shapes are parallelograms? Give two reasons why they are parallelograms.
D is a parallelogram as both pairs of opposite sides are parallel and are equal

d) Name shapes C, F and H.
C is a hexagon as it has 6 sides.
F is a triangle as it has 3 sides
H is a pentagon as it has 5 sides.
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ACTIVITY 7 (continued)
2) Sort the following polygons into squares, rectangles and parallelograms. Write the letter of the shape.
Some shapes may fit in two groups.

B

A

D

E

Squares:

B; F

Rectangles:

D; E (and also B and F)

Parallelograms:

A; C (and also D and E)

C

F

3) Study the following rectangle and square:

a) What is the same about the two shapes? ……………………………………………………………
Both shapes have 4 sides and all 4 angles are right angles.
b) What is different about the two shapes? ……………………………………………………………
All 4 sides of the first shape are equal whereas the opposite sides of the second shape are
equal.
c) Do you think a square is a rectangle? Explain. …………………………………………………
A square is a rectangle because a rectangle has both pair of opposite sides equal and all 4
angles right angles
d) Do you think a rectangle is a square? Explain. …………………………………………………
A rectangle is not a square because a square must have all 4 sides equal in length
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ACTIVITY 7 (continued)
4) Study the following parallelogram and rectangle.

a) What is the same about these two shapes? …………………………………………………………
They both have their opposite sides equal and the opposite sides parallel

b) What is different about these two shapes? …………………………………………………………
The angles of a parallelogram while the angles of a rectangle are all right angles.
A parallelogram is not a rectangle as its angles are not all right angles

c) Do you think a parallelogram is a rectangle? Explain. ………………………………………….
A parallelogram is not a rectangle as its angles are not all right angles

d) Do you think a rectangle is a parallelogram? Explain. …………………………………………..
A rectangle is a parallelogram as both pairs of opposite sides are parallel and equal
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NETS OF 3-D OBJECTS

Completed object:
Net of a Cylinder:

Do you think it matters where the circles go on the net?
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Completed object:
Net of a closed cone:

Do you think it matters where the circle goes on the net?
An open cone can be made by drawing a circle (or use a circular paper plate), mark the centre, cut out a
sector and then stick together.
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Net of a Regular tetrahedron:
(Triangular Pyramid)
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Net of a tetrahedron:
(Triangular Pyramid)
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Completed object:
Net of a Rectangular pyramid:
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Completed object:
Net of a Cube:
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Completed object:
Net of an open rectangular box:
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Completed object:
Net of a Triangular prism:
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Completed object:
Net of a regular octahedron:
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PROCEDURE FOR SESSION 3
(allow 2 ½ hours for this session)
30 minutes

LINE SYMMETRY
Discuss the following with participants
• Line symmetry
Participants complete Activity 1 on page 53

30 minutes

TRANSFORMATIONS
Discuss the following with the participants:
• Building composite Shapes
Participants complete Activity 2 on page 57

30 minutes

TRANSFORMATIONS
Discuss the following with the participants
• Tessellations
• Movement of 2D shapes
Participants complete Activity 3 on page 59

30 minutes

TRANSFORMATIONS
Discuss the following with the participants:
• Describing patterns
Participants complete Activity 4 on page 61

30 minutes

TRANSFORMATIONS
Discuss the following with the participants:
• Enlargement and reductions
Participants complete Activity 5 on page 66

SESSION 3: SYMMETRY AND TRANSFORMATIONS
(2 ½ hours is needed for this session)
In this session you work on the Grade 4, 5, 6 and 7 Symmetry and Transformation content
You go through the following sections:
1) Line Symmetry
2) Transformations
a) Building composite shapes
b) Tessellations
c) Movement of 2D shapes
d) Describing patterns
e) Enlargement and reductions
You will need to cut out the template of the Tangram on page 71.
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SYMMETRY and TRANSFORMATIONS
1. LINE SYMMETRY
.

If the mask is folded along
the line of symmetry, the
one side of the mask will
fit exactly onto the other
side of the mask.

This snowflake has
3 lines of symmetry

A line that divides a shape into two parts that are
exactly the same shape and size is a line of
symmetry. The line of symmetry is shown as a
dotted line.
The dotted white
line on the zebra’s
head divides the
head into 2 parts
which are exactly
the same.

NOTE: Lines of symmetry can be vertical,

( ) horizontal ( ) or diagonal

Water acts as a
line of
symmetry
which separates
the bird from its
reflection.

(

) (

).

✓ Some shapes (like this glass plate) have no lines of symmetry.

glass plate
Grade 4 to 7 Facilitator’s Guide
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•

A 2-D shape can be traced and cut out then folded to check for lines of symmetry. See below:

The line drawn through the
middle of the two shorter sides of
the rectangle is a line of
symmetry. The folded part fits
perfectly onto the unfolded part.

The diagonal of a rectangle is not
a line of symmetry.
The folded part does not match
the unfolded part.

•

Check to see if there are other lines of symmetry for a rectangle by folding a piece of A4 paper.

•

Regular shapes have:
a) All sides equal in length AND
b) All angles equal in size
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ACTIVITY 1
1) Each of these shapes is a REGULAR SHAPE.
a) For each shape, count the number of sides and angles, then name the shape and write your answers
in the table below.
b) Then draw in the lines of symmetry (if they exist) and write down the number of lines of symmetry
the shape has in the table below.
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Number of
sides

Number of
angles

Name of the shape

Number of lines
of symmetry

A

4

4

Square

4

B

8

8

Regular octagon

8

C

6

6

Regular hexagon

6

D

3

3

Equilateral triangle

3

E

5

5

Regular pentagon

5
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Activity 1 (continued)
2) NONE of these shapes are regular shapes:
a) For each shape, count the number of sides and angles, then name the shape and write your answers
in the table below.
b) Then draw in the lines of symmetry (if they exist) and write down the number of lines of symmetry
the shape has in the table below.
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Number of
sides

Number of
angles

Name of the shape

Number of lines
of symmetry

A

3

3

Scalene triangle

0

B

5

5

Irregular pentagon

1

C

4

4

Parallelogram

0

D

6

6

Irregular hexagon

1

E

4

4

Quadrilateral / trapezium

1
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Activity 1 (continued)
3) Compare the tables in Question 1 and Question 2:
a) What do you notice the number of sides and the number of lines of symmetry in regular shapes?
Number of sides = number of lines of symmetry

b) Do you find the same relationship with the shapes that are not regular?
No

4) The following shapes are 2-D shapes with straight and/or curved sides:
For each shape
a) Draw in the lines of symmetry (if they exist) and
b) Write down the number of lines of symmetry the shape has.
A.

B.

Number of lines of symmetry: … 1

C.

Number of lines of symmetry: …
There are multiple lines of symmetry. Three
have been drawn in
D.

Number of lines of symmetry: … 1
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2.

TRANSFORMATIONS

•

A transformation is a way of moving or changing a shape.

a)

Building Composite Shapes
o A Tangram is ideal to develop the skill of building compound or composite shapes. It is a Chinese
geometric puzzle consisting of a square cut into seven pieces that can be arranged to make various
other shapes as shown in the picture below.
A TANGRAM.

o The Tangram in the picture above is an arrangement of seven shapes which do not overlap, and
which form a composite shape. Each of the shapes that make up the Tangram have at least one line
of symmetry.
o The seven shapes that make up the Tangram:

The story behind the Tangram
Long, long ago in China, a man decided to paint a square tile for the emperor. The man used very
beautiful colours and worked very carefully. One spring day he finished. The tile was so lovely that the
birds sang, and the clouds danced. Carrying the tile very carefully, the man began walking to the palace
to deliver his exquisite gift to the emperor. But, on the way, the man slipped and fell. The tile hit the
ground and broke into seven pieces, just like what we now call a Tangram. The birds flew away, and the
clouds dropped rain. The man scurried home with the broken tile and tried to put it back together again.
He spent many years re-arranging the pieces but never found a way to mend the square. He did make
interesting pictures though…
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ACTIVITY 2
a) Carefully cut out the tangram template given on page 71 so that you have seven pieces.
b) Name the seven pieces that make up the tangram.
3 large isosceles right-angled triangles
1 medium isosceles right-angled triangle
1 small isosceles right-angled triangle
A square
A parallelogram.

3)

Use all seven pieces of the tangram to make each of the pictures shown below. Trace around the
picture once you have made it and fill in lines of symmetry if they exist.
Each of these pictures has the same area as they are all made of the same 7 shapes as the rest
a)

Shape has one line of symmetry
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b)

Shape has one line of symmetry

c)

Shape has one line of symmetry
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d)

Shape has one line of symmetry

e)

Shape has one line of symmetry
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f)

Shape has one line of symmetry

b) Tessellations
o

A tessellation is a pattern made of shapes that fit next to each other without any gaps. Another word
for a tessellation is a tiling.
A regular tessellation is a pattern made of
identical shapes.
For example:

This tessellation is made from six triangles
which have the same shape and size.
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An irregular tessellation is a pattern made
of more than one shape.
For example:

This tessellation is made from triangles and
squares.
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o

Here are some examples of tessellations in nature and everyday life:
Honeycomb

o

Paving

Pineapple

In Latin, a “tessellar” is a small piece of tile used to make a mosaic.

c) Movement of 2D shapes

ACTIVITY 3
(Adapted from OXFORD University Press (2013): Teacher Resource CD Grade 7 – 9)
1) Using your hands and arms feel the difference between a slide, a flip and a
turn.
a) Put your hands on the desk. Slide them both to the right, then to the left,
then up, then down.
b) Put your hands together as in the picture above. Flip them open in as
many different ways as you can.
c) Put your elbow on the desk. Turn your hand from left to right then from
right to left. What happens to your hand?
Your hand rotates around your wrist.
Sometimes you see the back of your hand and sometimes you see
the palm of your hand
2) Repeat the exercise using an object.
You could use a book, a pencil case, a ruler, etc.
3) Did your hands or the object you chose change shape or size when you slid, turned or flipped them?
It didn’t change shape and the size didn’t change
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✓ A shape can be moved in three different ways without changing its shape and its size. You can slide
it, turn it or flip it over.
-

In Mathematics the slide is called a translation, a turn is called a rotation and a flip is called a
reflection.

-

Translations, rotations and reflections are transformations that change neither the size nor the
shape. We say that they are isometric transformations (iso – the same; metric – measure).

A translation
(a slide or shift)
This crescent shape has been
translated.

This crescent shape has been
reflected about the dotted line.

This crescent shape has been
rotated about point A.

o

It has been moved a certain
distance along a horizontal
straight line.

o

o

A rotation is a turn.

o

This shape has been moved
clockwise through a quarter
turn or quarter rotation or 90

In a translation, the shape
moves in a straight line either
up or down ( ) , sideways

o

o

( ) or diagonally

The shape does not turn or flip
over.
In a translation every point
moves the same distance and in
the same direction.
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A reflection (a flip)

The new shape is the mirror
image of the original shape.

A rotation (a turn)

The dotted line, which
behaves as a mirror, is called
the line (or axis) of symmetry.
The arrows show that the
distance between a point on
the shape to the line of
symmetry is the same as the
distance from the same point
on the reflection to the line of
symmetry.

A
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d)

Describing Patterns

The CAPS document states: “Although learners are not required to draw the patterns in Grade 6, they often
find patterns easier to describe, once they have copied or made the patterns. It is useful to link the process of
making or copying patterns with the descriptions of patterns from nature, modern everyday life and our
cultural heritage”.
WORKED EXAMPLE 2
Refer to the two patterns below and answer these questions for each.
1)
2)

a) Name the shape or object that makes up the pattern.
b) Draw the shape or object you see in the pattern and draw in the lines of symmetry (if they exist)
c) Describe how the shape or object was transformed to make the pattern.
SOLUTION
1) a) The honeycomb pattern is made up of
hexagons.

a)

The bracelet is made up of spheres

b) A hexagon has six lines of symmetry.

b)

A sphere has an uncountable number of
lines of symmetry.

c) The hexagons were translated to make

c)

The spheres were reflected or translated
to make the pattern

the pattern.
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ACTIVITY 4
1) Refer to the patterns below and answer these questions for each.
a) Name the shapes or objects that have been tessellated.
b) Describe how the shape or object was transformed to make the pattern.
A

B

C.

D. An artwork created by M.C. Escher

SHAPE
NUMBER

NAME OF THE SHAPE(S) OR
OBJECT(S)

HOW WAS THE SHAPE
TRANSFORMED?

A

A rectangle has been tessellated

It was translated (slid along)

B

A hexagon has been tessellated

It was translated

C

Hearts and squares have been
tessellated

They were translated

D

Light grey fish and dark grey birds
have been tessellated

They were translated
PTO
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Activity 4 (continued)
2) A is reflected or rotated (either clockwise or anticlockwise) to form the shapes B, C, D and E.
For example, A is reflected to get D.
A

B

C

D

E

Write down how the first shape is moved to the second shape:
a) A to B …A is turned (rotated) 90 in a clockwise direction to B.
b) B to C …B is reflected about the line between B and C to get C
c) C to D …C is turned (rotated) 90 in a clockwise direction to D
d) D to E …D is reflected about the line between D and E to get E
e) A to D …A is reflected about the line between B and C to get D
f) B to D …B is turned (rotated) 180 in either a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction
PTO
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Activity 4 (continued)
3) Complete these shapes so that they are symmetrical about the given line of symmetry.

a)

b)

d)

e)

h)

c)

f)

i)
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e) Enlargements and Reductions
•

An enlargement is a transformation where the figure changes its size, but not its shape.

•

Enlarging changes the size of a shape. The shape could get bigger or smaller. Each side of the new
shape is formed by multiplying the lengths of its sides by the same number. This number is the
factor of the enlargement.

•

The picture of the hot-air balloons has been enlarged. Each length on the original picture has been made
2 times as long.
- The scale factor of enlargement is 2.
- The lengths of the sides of the bigger and smaller balloons are proportional.
They are in a ratio of 1 : 2.
- If we were to swop the pictures around we would say the picture has been enlarged by a factor of
0,5. We really mean that the picture was reduced in a ratio of 2 : 1.

•

The change is the same in all directions so the shape of the object does not change.

This 2010 FIFA World Cup Emblem has NOT been enlarged, because its
width and height have been increased by different factors.

•

All the transformations done so far, produce shapes that are exactly the same shape and size. They are
called congruent shapes.

•

The fourth transformation – enlargement – produces shapes which have the same shape only. They are
called similar shapes.
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If one shape is moved to a new position ...

The shapes are ...

... using only Rotate, Reflect and/or Translate
... using a Resize

Congruent
Similar

WORKED EXAMPLE 3
Enlarge shape A by multiplying the length of each side by 3 to form shape B.

P

S
R

T U

SOLUTION
• PS is 4 squares long in shape A, so it will be 3 × 4 = 12 squares long in B.
• PT is 2 squares long in shape A, so it will be 3 × 2 = 6 squares long in B.
• TU is 1square long in shape A, so it will be 3 × 1 = 6 squares long in B.
• SR is the diagonal of one square in A, so SR is the diagonal of a 3 × 3 square in B.
• UR is the diagonal of a rectangle that is 4 squares long and 1 square high in A, so it is the diagonal
of a rectangle that is 4 × 3 = 12 squares long and 1 × 3 = 3 squares high in B.
• Use this information to draw shape B.

P

S

A

R
B

T U

✓ Shape A is enlarged to B by a scale factor of 3.
✓ Every length in B is 3 times as long as the corresponding length in A.
✓ The lengths of the sides of shape A and shape B are proportional. They are in a ratio of 1 : 3.
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ACTIVITY 5
1) Enlarge each of the following shapes using the given factor of enlargement.
2) Will the enlarged shape be similar or congruent to the original shape?

a) Factor of 2

b) Factor of 3

c) Factor of 4

d) Factor of

1
2

a)
b)

d)

c)
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